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The existence ol the Lanczos potential K tp to generate the 
Weyl tensor C fU/lh is well established [ 1 —7]. The 
corresponding expression that relates the two tensors is 
known to be
^ ~  ^  pip J> " ^ jx/b i ^ fhp tj ~~ K  jhij,p “h ,t> j,lfh fij
' R  /V  ^  ifh  <kk// ^  p b  .k’ ifh  ^  p/ ' 0  )
where the tensor K ilh is given by
^ ah ~  ~~ ^  l>a '
is the metric tensor ol the Kicmannian 4 -space and /* 
denotes covariant deiivalive.
The L anczos potential F  iih[ has the algebraic 
sy m m etr ie s
^r<n ~  ‘ ^<//v' ^ p i  ~
(3)
^ tihi ^hio  4" nit 0 ,
oiid the differential property (also known as the Lanczos 
gauge)
= ( ) - <4 >
It is a difficult task to construct the sptntensor K n, of 
a given metric; however, in 16,8-14], the Newman-Peniose
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formalism PL 13 I6| has been employed to solve cq. ( I) foi 
several interesting space-times of gravitation theory.
We devote Section 2 to construct K p<n for the space time 
of special relativity where the possible current physical 
fields do not produce any curvature into the space-tunc. 
So, we have C/lf///# = 0 with ~ /L</g(l,lJ,~ 1),
( 1 1 ,.v?, 1 \ .\* 1) = ( \, v ,Zyt) and the eovariant derivative 
reduces to the ordinary derivative /. We may mention that 
Takeno (2| employed a complicated method to construct 
Lanczos spintensors for this case. Our aim in this 
com m unication has been to use som e ideas ol 
electrodynamics to find a potential K f}, by a simpler and 
physically more appealing technique.
Lanczos devoted many years, looking lor a geometric 
theory oi the electromagnetic held Once he found the 
spintensor for the Weyl tensor, he proposed | 1 ) u>
construct it with the aid of a " F a r a d a y  t e n s o r " /%,/, =■ /•’/„, 
through the scheme
with F lth satisfying the Maxwell equations in vacuum
17-201 :
f 'a .h  “  ()’ f 'n h .i + ^ h i  at + ^ m . b  “ ( 6 )
and considciaolc nine taken by the author*
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so that cq. (3) are obvious; morcovct. eqs. (2,5,6) imply 
that K (ih = 0. It is simple to verily that when cq. (5) is 
substituted into cq. (1), wc obtain C })Lffh =  0, as expected. 
Finally, (4,5) lead to the annulation of the D'  Alembcrtian .
which turn out to be free of singularity for every point in 
the Minkowski space :
A
A 2 +  B 2
V ( x J  )= B
A 2 + B 1 (15)
1 ! = 0 . (7)
In summary, with (5) wc can construct a spintensor K ithi 
for the Minkowski space provided we arc able to find 
an antisymmetric tensor P tth with the properties implied 
by eqs. (6 ,7). Fortunately, we have the interesting
result [17 ,2I| :
“It is  p o s s i b l e  t o  w r i te  e v e r y  s o l u t i o n  of  ( 0 )  in 
t e r m s  o f  t w o  (8)
r e a l  w a v e  f u n c t i o n s  a n d  a  c o n s t a n t  a n t i s y m m e t r i c  
t e n s o r ”. (9)
from which the general solution of (6) can be written down 
in the form :
r , h = ( H o ' l / ,  + 'H„ ‘ V, ) -  (//„  -(/„ + *//,. ‘ V.. ) ((.
( 10)
where U  and V  satisfy the wave equation
\ U  = \V ~ (), ( I I )
H ujf is antisymmetric and constant
H I U f l =  0, (12)
and * H llh is ihe dual of 117-20).
Note that (7) is obtained directly from eqs. (9 -1 1). That 
is, with the scheme (5), a spintensor ol L a n c /o s  foi flat R 4 
has been generated. F ah is given by (9) with the properties 
(1 0 J I).
In (9), the tensor (//,,) is a constant antisymmetric 4 x 4  
matrix with respect to the coordinates ( v,v,r,/), so, any 
matrix o f this type serves to construct the tensor H p(f. 
Therefore, the problem simplifies into one where one looks 
for any well-behaved solution ol (10).
The inverse oi the retarded distance of Lienard-Wiechcrt 
[9,17-19,22-251 satisfies the wave equation, nevertheless, 
this function is singular on the trajectory ol the charge, so 
that wc will not employ it, as we want a spintensor 
without di vergences in each event of the space-time.
We know that the function
* < v , )=  , , (13)( x 1 - a'  )( v# - a ,  )
where a* is any constant vector, satisfies ; R  = 0; but it 
has singularities on the null cone with vertex in a ' .  
Lanc/os [26| (see also [17,271) showed how to eliminate 
these divergences; in fact, one just notes that the function :
R ( x t  - i b t ) s U  +  i V ,  / (14)
where h* is any constant timelike vector ( b ' h ,  < 0), also 
fulfills i iR  = 0. Therefore. U  and V arc wave functions
with the A and B  functions given by :
A ^ ( x '  -</' )(.v, ~ a f )-/>'/> ,, B  =  2 b ' ( x r ~ a r ). (]6>
Wc do not lose generality if we take a ' = 0 and (/>') -  
((),(),(),/?) with h a constant & 0; in that case, cq. (15) would 
become :
A -  v2 + v : + z 2 -  t 1 + b 1 % B  = - 2 b t  (17)
so that (14) is well-behaved and satisfies eq. (10).
When employing (9,14) in (5), we obtain a spintensoi 
with no singularity in the whole flat space-time.
It is interesting to note that Synge [17|. has employed 
eqs (9 ,14 -16 ) to develope electromagnetic models ol 
both material particles and photons. In fact, this is the 
reason lor which we believe that spintensor (5) may 
physically be more relevant than the spintensors reported 
by Takeno 12|.
We have developed the idea that the electromagnetic field 
allows one to construct objects (spintensors in this case) 
associated with the geometric structure of the space-time. 
Another possibility lor this idea is
K „ b t -  . (1K>
where F n is a Faraday tensor and is a 4-vector with 
certain specific pmperties It has been employed earlier 
11K,19| to find the superpotential lor the radiative part 7'(tf. 
10,19,22-24,28,291 of Ihe l.ienard-Wicchert field. *
Furthermore, the spintensor concept has led to 
important improvements in several cases, for instance, it 
has been used it) assign physical meaning to the Weeit 
potential [10,311, corresponding to the bounded part 7 \f/i
118,19,24] of the Lienard-Wiechcrt tield, so that one may 
observe 132,331 .
“ K  tlfn is the  d e n s i t y  o f  th e  i n t r i n s i c  a n g u l a r
H
m o m e n t u m  o f  the  e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  (19)
l a d i a t e d  b y  the ch a rg e  ”
A result that allows us to suppose that the A',,, built up 
v i a  (5) is associated in some sense, with the angular 
momentum [ 171 of the tensor field Ftt/r
We arc investigating this assumption at the present 
time.
It is worthwhile to mention that nobody (and for any 
metric) has been able to give a physical meaning to the 
Lanc/os spintensor in general relativity theory; this is an 
interesting open problem 13 4 -3 7 1. Wc would like to obtain 
a result like the one presented in (18) for the Kerr metric 
I39.40J; this is because we have already obtained [10.38]
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a s p e c ia l  K , tl fo r  th is  m e t r ic  a n d  p r e s e n t ly ,  w e  are  
s tu d y in g  i f  su c h  s p in te n s o r  is  r e la te d  w ith  th e b la ck  h o le  
rota tion .
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